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OPEN DAYS and GRAIN CLINICS
OLIVERS Petworth 
on Thursday 19th March 2020 10.00 am-9.00 pm 
Grain Clinic 10 am-4.00 pm

OLIVERS Luton 
on Thursday 2nd April 2020 10.00 am-9.00 pm 
Grain Clinic 10 am-4.00 pm

Amazing 
offers on 

Machinery 
and Parts
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OLIVERS Locations and Sales Staff

Untitled map

Untitled layer

OLIVERS Petworth
Aaron Dadswell  07741 272530
Gavin Elliott  07702 939711

OLIVERS Tingewick
Ian Morton  01280 848494
Matt Kennedy 07739 788296

OLIVERS Reading
John Textor  07774 732671
Peter Brown 07808 576173

OLIVERS Winchester
Russell Hallam 07919 887863
Andy Atherton 07831 723152
Ben Grif�ths 07771 678946

MR Agri (service agents)
Marcus Rickard 01983 640421
Andy Atherton  07831 723152

OLIVERS Luton (head of�ce)
William Helliwell  07894 698202
Rex Hedges  07595 195038
Paul Green  07850 906285
James Beaton 07739 952301

Map data ©2020 Google
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Introduction to OLIVERS
Welcome to our Spring edition of the  
OLIVERS 2020 magazine, a publication to 
keep you informed of the latest offerings from 
OLIVER Agriculture.

This Spring edition is also the second OLIVERS magazine to be 
distributed to our new enlarged customer base across the South East of 
England and, we take this opportunity to thank all of our new customers 
and colleagues at the new OLIVERS Petworth and OLIVERS Winchester 
branches.

Following our successful acquisition of the Reading depot in 2015, the 
acquisitions of the Petworth and Winchester branches further extended 
our successful long term partnership with the CLAAS brand, providing 
customers with a high quality of service and support that is synonymous 
with the OLIVERS brand. 

A key part of OLIVERS plan for continued growth is the coverage of an 
area from the South Coast to East Anglia, with five branches at Luton, 
Tingewick, Reading, Winchester and Petworth. One of OLIVERS core 
values is to offer an excellent range of modern machinery, supported 
by first class service. Across our area we offer machinery from many 
franchises and our expansion into Sussex and Hampshire means that 
we can now offer the additional following products to all our customers:

• Abbey tankers and feeders
• DAL-BO rolls and seedbed cultivators
• Maschio flail mowers, power harrows, 

ploughs & Gaspardo maize drills
• Grange Machinery low disturbance 

subsoilers
• Bunning manure spreaders
• Bredal spreaders
• KRM Bogballe fertiliser spreaders
• Richard Western trailers
• Samson slurry tankers
• Spread-a-Bale straw spreaders
• Spearhead FlexWing and Reach 

mowers
• Tanco wrappers

We are fast approaching the end of the  
traditional ‘out of season’ period for many 
of our franchises, so now is the time to 
capitalise on our special offers on new 
machinery, making use of the current 
Annual Investment Allowance from HMRC.  
Ordering in advance not only brings 
with it the financial benefit of increased 
discounts, but it ensures that delivery of 
machines can suit your requirements as 
well as guaranteeing that a machine can 
be ordered to your exact specification.

Across the following pages you will find 
details of OLIVERS out of season offers 
from our stock of machinery, as well as 
details of the wider range of products we 
offer. Our service and parts departments 
are always ready to support new and 
existing machinery and also offer 
attractive terms for organising servicing of 
machinery and ordering of spare parts in 
advance.

We look forward to discussing your 
requirements for the coming season. 
Please refer to page 2 for all your sales 
contacts. For your Service and Parts 
department contacts please turn to the 
back page.

David Jarman  
Managing Director 
Oliver Agriculture Ltd.
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Since 1947 OLIVERS have been selling CLAAS combines as one of the first independent dealers appointed by the 

UK importer of the day, J Mann & Son. Founded by Archibald Thomas Oliver in 1823, the family maintained business 

has continued to grow, providing agricultural services for approaching 200 years.

OLIVERS PROUDLY  
CELEBRATING OVER 70 YEARS  

selling CLAAS combines since 1947
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OLIVERS PROUDLY  
CELEBRATING OVER 70 YEARS  

selling CLAAS combines since 1947

OLIVERS History
OLIVERS history with CLAAS can be traced back to 1947, when 
they were appointed as the first independent CLAAS dealer to 
supply combines by the importer at the time J Mann of Saxham. 
Over the following 73 years, this has proved to be an extremely 
successful and strong working relationship, culminating in recent 
years with an expanded CLAAS sales territory for OLIVERS, with 
the addition of the Reading, Winchester and Petworth depots.

OLIVERS have also 
made significant 
investment in 
supporting the 
CLAAS brand in 
their original sales 
area in the past 
five years. The 
opening of the 
new purpose built 
depot at Tingewick 
near Buckingham 
enables us to 
provide a much 
higher level of 
service with 
fantastic support 
facilities.

The history of the 
original A. T. Oliver & 
Sons business goes 
back even further 
to the 1800s when 
Archibald Thomas 
Oliver developed 
the family contract 
steam thrashing 
business, set up 
by his father and 
grandfather in the early part of that century. In the early 1900s 
A. T. Oliver & Son began supplying new farm machinery to local 
farmers in Bedfordshire. OLIVERS has always been associated 
with supplying high quality, market leading farm machinery. In 
their early years of trading, OLIVERS supplied brands such as 
Titan Tractors, Marshall track layers and also had a long-standing 
relationship with David Brown throughout much of the 1900s. 
Following the acquisition of David Brown by Case and the 
dissolution of the brand in the early 1980s, OLIVERS moved on 
to supplying Case IH tractors.

With the ambition of CLAAS to include a tractor range in their 
product line up, OLIVERS chose to stand by the CLAAS brand 
that had been so successful for them and, with their previous 
history of track layer sales, were able to be instrumental in 
helping CLAAS successfully introduce the CLAAS Challenger 

range to the local market. Following several years of highly 
successful sales it was a credit to OLIVERS that, following 
the sale of the Challenger brand, A.T. Oliver was the only 
CLAAS dealer to remain appointed as a Challenger dealer, and 
this remained the case until the Challenger brand itself was 
disbanded in 2017.

The introduction of the full wheeled CLAAS tractor range in 2004 
was a turning point for the OLIVERS business, which at that time 
supplied the JCB range of tractors and telehandlers as well as 
the Agco Challenger. 

With full confidence in the new CLAAS tractor product following 
years of experience of working with CLAAS, and knowing how 
they strive to create the best products available, OLIVERS made 
the decision to create two separate companies to look after 
the wide range of products that A.T. Oliver now offered and the 
different markets that they now supported.

Oliver Agriculture Ltd was founded in 2008 when the decision 
was made to split into two new trading companies to give better 
focus and dedicated service support. Oliver Agriculture Ltd was 
formed to look after the CLAAS, Horsch & associated franchises, 
today covering an area from Cambridgeshire to the South Coast. 
At the same time our sister company Oliver Landpower Ltd was 
formed to look after the JCB, groundcare & buggy hire divisions 
covering an area to the North & West of London.

The focus of Oliver Agriculture on our key product brands 
such as CLAAS and Horsch has allowed to us to pursue 

the expansion of the business into new trading areas, whilst 
maintaining our traditional levels of support. A focus on the 
agricultural market also gives the company and its staff a better 
understanding of their customers desires and requirements.

The restructuring of the traditional family firm has allowed Oliver 
Agriculture to retain all the core values that existed over 190 
years ago, the desire to offer a good product range and most 
importantly support this with first class service. We look forward 
to maintaining this for many years to come across our existing 
and new trading areas.
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THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE ON THE MARKET

*Finance is only available from designated Finance Providers on the outstanding balance, or 60% of RRP, whichever is the least. Accessories may be included in the �nanced amount. This is not a contractual o�er 
and is subject to changes in prices, supply terms, law or interest rates and may be withdrawn any time without prior notice. Finance is for business  
purposes in the UK only and is subject to status.

View all the features of these machines and more:  www.teagle.co.uk   Call our sales team:  +44(0)1872 560592

0% 2YEARS2 YRS
WARRANTYPAYMENT

PLAN* COVER

CONTROLS
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The NEW 7000 and 8000 LEXION HYBRID series, revolutionising harvesting efficiency.

Call OLIVERS today.

LEXION the revolution.

CEMOS

“This new version of CEMOS 

is absolutely brilliant – it can react 

so much quicker than any human 

to changes in the crop. …The new 

combine has completely blown my 

expectations out of the water.” 

Kit Papworth, LF Papworth Ltd, near Norfolk, 

LEXION 8700, August 2019.

NEW QUANTIMETER 

NEW CEMOS AUTOMATIC 

NEW Cab 

NEW APS SYNFLOW HYBRID

NEW Larger Grain Tank 

NEW Larger Concaves 

NEW FIELD SCANNER

NEW CEBIS

NEW Engines 

NEW Ground Drives

The all-new
LEXION 7000-8000 
series featuring:

LEXION the revolution.

This new version of CEMOS 

is absolutely brilliant – it can react 

so much quicker than any human 

to changes in the crop. …The new 

combine has completely blown my 

expectations out of the water.”Kit Papworth, LF Papworth Ltd, near Norfolk, 
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Whichever way you choose to mow, there is a CLAAS mower suitable for any farm, no matter what size or crop.

CLAAS DISCO 210, 250 and 290, from 2.1m to 2.85m

CLAAS DISCO 2750 and 3150, 2.6m or 3.0m

CLAAS DISCO CONTOUR 2800, 3200, 3600 and 4000, from 2.6m to 3.8m

Call OLIVERS today.  
www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

*Finance for business purposes only. Subject to acceptance and affordability checks. Applicant must be 18 or over. Promotion valid until 31 May 2020. 
Available on new equipment only. Based on funding 50% of RRP. The finance product available under this promotion is Hire Purchase. First payment, full VAT 
and a documentation fee of £75.00 are all due on signing. An option-to purchase fee of £50.00 (including VAT) will be collected with the final payment. You will 
own the machine when all payments have been made. Alternative finance options are available, terms & conditions apply. Images are for illustrative purposes 
only. Finance provided by CLAAS Financial Services Limited, Northern Cross, Basing View, Basingstoke, RG21 4HL. Registered in England No: 5854271.

3 + 33 monthly payments @ 0%
Offer available on all new Green Harvest machinery, while stocks last. Offer ends 31 May 2020
Finance for business users only. Terms and conditions apply.*

Leading the �eld  We are recruiting  

at all branches
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OLIVER AGRICULTURE LTD

OLIVERS are a long standing family business with  
nearly 200 years of experience, we have many employees with over 30 years service with the company.  

In 1947 the business became the first independent CLAAS dealer in the UK, and has gone from strength to strength since that 
time. The last 4 years has seen significant growth resulting in an expanded sales territory and the addition of three new branches 
at Reading, Winchester and Petworth. As a result of this expansion OLIVERS has a number of exciting new career opportunities 

within the business and are looking to appoint new dedicated staff to fulfil the following roles:

APPRENTICE PARTS ADVISORS
All Depots

and speak to other departments as well as our franchise partners and 
the CLAAS UK headquarters. You will play a vital role in the company’s 
success by ensuring customers receive the very best care and service. 
The successful candidates should possess excellent communication 
skills, be well organised, have some agricultural machinery experience, 
ideally in a Parts environment and be able to work both on your own 
initiative and as part of a team. 

You will play a vital part in supporting the full line of CLAAS 
machinery and other key franchise equipment. The ideal candidates 
will have excellent communication skills, be well organised and 
preferably have some agricultural machinery experience. The role will 
involve ordering and despatching parts to support both the customer 
base and engineers in the workshop. You will regularly liaise with 

APPRENTICE SERVICE ENGINEERS
All Depots

training partners. Most importantly you will have the desire to provide 
the highest level of workmanship, the ability to learn new skills and a 
willingness to succeed. In return you will share the rewards of working 
for a highly successful dealer allied to a global brand. 

We have exciting new opportunities for apprentice service 
engineers. You will work with the full range of CLAAS machinery 
alongside complimentary franchise equipment. A knowledge of 
combines, tractors and forage harvesters is desirable, although full 
training will be provided at the CLAAS Academy and our college 

In return, for all of the above positions we offer an excellent remuneration package, including franchise training, a contributory pension plan 
and the stability of working for OLIVERS a forward thinking and expanding business, allied to a leading global agricultural manufacturers. If 
you would like to move forward with a successful long-standing independent dealership with career progression opportunities we would like to 
talk with you.

For all positions: Applications/enquiries to Anna Barnes, OLIVER Group HR Director by email at jobs@oliveragriculture.co.uk

All enquiries are treated in the strictest confidence. Oliver Agriculture Ltd are an equal opportunities employer. Deadline for completed applications is 30th April 2020.

EXPERIENCED SERVICE ENGINEERS / 
TECHNICIANS
Luton, Reading & Winchester
Due to the expansion of OLIVERS, we have exciting new 
opportunities for Experienced Service Engineers to join our growing 
team. You will play an important part in the servicing, maintenance 
and repair of CLAAS equipment to support our customers. 
A knowledge of combines, tractors and forage harvesters is 
desirable, however, full product training will be provided at the 
CLAAS Academy. More importantly, you will have the desire to 

provide the highest level of customer satisfaction, an ability to learn new 
skills and the willingness to succeed. In return, we offer an excellent 
package including a competitive salary, contributory pension plan, 
laptop with the latest diagnostic software, mobile wifi connection, mobile 
phone a dedicated service van and extensive holidays. If you would like 
to move forward with a highly successful dealer allied to a global brand 
we would like to talk to you.

We are recruiting  

at all branches

ENGINEER

JOIN OUR TEAM
YOUR CAREER TM
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“The obvious option was the  
HYBRID TUCANO, which could  
provide the capacity without the width.”

Simon Walker, Somerset,  
TUCANO 560 MONTANA, August 2019

Simon chose the 354hp, TUCANO 560 model, which 
still employs the APS threshing system. It is the smallest 
HYBRID, which uses a single, 4.2m long and 570mm 
diameter rotor for separation. 

Contact your nearest OLIVERS branch today to find the best way to buy a CLAAS combine.

claas.co.uk

www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

TUCANO MONTANA
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TUCANO MONTANA
ATOS SPECIAL OFFER

CLAAS ATOS 340 CX  
with FL100 loader

3 years warranty. On farm £45,000 +VAT 

0% Finance available
Plus a FREE TWIN BALE SPIKE included with all 
orders received before the end of May 2020.

*For Business Users only. Subject to acceptance and affordability checks, over 18s only. Promotion valid until 31st May 2020, while stocks last. Available 
on ATOS 340 CX with FL100 loader only. Warranty applied to new equipment for 3 years or 1500 hours total. The finance product available under this 
promotion is Hire Purchase. Offer based on funding 50% of RRP. A documentation fee of £125 will be collected with the first rental. Full VAT is due on 
signing. An option-to-purchase fee of £75 (plus VAT) will be collected with the final payment. You will own the machine when all payments have been made. 
Alternative finance options are available, terms apply. Images are for illustrative purposes only.  Finance provided by CLAAS Financial Services Limited, 
Northern Cross, Basing View, Basingstoke, RG21 4HL. Registered in England No: 5854271.

Offer available until 31st May 2020 while stocks last. 
For business users only. Terms and conditions apply.*
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OPEN DAYS & 
GRAIN CLINICS
Come along to our Open Days at:

OLIVERS Petworth 
on Thursday 19th March 2020  
10.00 am-9.00 pm   
Grain Clinic 10am-4.00 pm

OLIVERS Luton 
on Thursday 2nd April 2020  
10.00 am-9.00 pm   
Grain Clinic 10 am-4.00 pm

OLIVERS Petworth
Tel: 01798 343660
Pulborough Road, Petworth,  
West Sussex, GU28 0HH 

OLIVERS Luton
Tel: 01582 727111 
Wandon End, Luton, Beds LU2 8NY

www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

•  Food and refreshments available all day
•  Martin Lishman will be on hand to  

test your moisture meter

      
      

      

Martin Lishman’s annual grain clinics will take place at the following open days:

Oliver Agriculture Ltd (Petworth) - 19th March 2020 - 10am - 4pm
Oliver Agriculture Ltd (Luton) - 2nd April 2020 - 10am - 4pm

Grain Clinic 2020
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OLIVERS and Martin Lishman
Oliver Agriculture Ltd are suppliers of Martin Lishman’s Grain 
Quality and Storage products; some of the most popular include 
Pile-Dry Pedestals and Fans, FloorVent Systems, and Barn Owl 
Wireless automatic crop monitoring systems. 

Pile-Dry Pedestals cool crops quickly to prevent insects, 
conserve quality, reduce waste and meet crop assurance 
requirements. When used with Martin Lishman Pile-Dry fans they 
create a fast, low volume crop cooling system.

Martin Lishman pedestals are valued for cooling, drying and 
conditioning all types of bulk stored crops, long or short term in 
flat stores, bins and silos; they are vertical and visible in the store 
making it easy to unload 
grain around them; they 
work on a sucking system 
which avoids condensation 
at the surface and the 
need for level filling plus 
they are simple to install 
and dismantle.

Martin Lishman 
Pedestal fans are high 
performance ventilation 
fans, delivering high 
airflows at high pressures. 
Target temperatures and 
moistures are reached 
quickly, maximising energy 
used and reducing storage 
costs. Importantly, the fans 
have an energy efficient 
IE3 motor, a hard-wearing 
aluminium body and 
are easy to access for 
maintenance.

The Martin Lishman 
FloorVent under-floor 
ventilation system is 
suitable for new floors, 
new stores, hopper 
bottomed bins and silos; 
it combines the benefits of Pedestals and Fans with the need to 
make store handling and filling easier. Units include a perforated 
Pedestal tube with a conical cap to deflect grain during filling. 
The tube connects to an under-floor duct via a base plate in a 
recess in the concrete floor. When the store is empty, a drain 
cover placed over the recess leaves the floor multi-purpose.

A FloorVent system is economical compared to traditional under-
floor systems and allows easier filling as there is less chance 
that ducts will move. Hot air vents directly outside the building, 
avoiding the need for extraction fans and the system is low cost 
to install as only standard building materials are required.

Barn Owl Wireless automatic crop monitoring system gives the 
ability to reduce energy bills by at least 40% putting it at the top 
of every store manager’s wish list. The system reduces crop 
cooling time and store management energy costs, ensuring 
crops remain in optimum condition. 

Barn Owl Wireless is a modular system 
with no limit to the quantity of sensors. It 
sends temperature and humidity readings 
directly to the user’s webpage and runs 
on a web and cloud-based system, so no 
software is required.

Automatic wireless monitoring allows 
the user to remotely check temperature 
readings and manage stores online, 
ensure efficient use of cooling and drying 
fans, save time and money by avoiding 
unnecessary visits to remote stores and 
review captured data at any time to suit 
quality assurance needs.

Martin Lishman also offer a range of 
building extraction fans and louvres, 
compact sprayers, the Bourgault Tillage Tools VOS System, 
crop quality equipment, potato quality equipment and soil testing 
equipment. Please enquire for more information.

Call: 01778 426600 

Email: sales@martinlishman.com

Visit: www.martinlishman.com

Facebook: @martinlishmanltd

Floorvent both 
inside and outside 
of the store

A Barn Owl 
Wireless four fan 
portable controller

Barn Owl Wireless step by step

Martin Lishman pedestals and
fans in a grain store

A FloorVent cross section

FloorVent allows for a multi-purpose store

  
OPEN DAY 
OFFER 
10% off 
all Martin 
Lishman 
parts 

between  

19th March  

& 2nd April.
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Reliability and a high level of dealer support have 
been key reasons behind A R Smith & Sons 
gradually changing their tractor fleet to CLAAS 
over the last 6 years.

The Smiths are not ones to change brand 
regularly. Prior to CLAAS, they had relied on 
their previous premium tractor brand for 15 
years, and another top-four brand for 25 years 
prior to that. 

IMPRESSED WITH CLAAS
However, issues with reliability and support 
prompted Martin Smith to look around at other 
options and impressed with a CLAAS ARION 
run by his uncle and the support received from 
OLIVERS, he got in touch with them.

Three CLAAS AXION now form the mainstay 
of the tractor fleet on the 400ha farmed by 
Martin in partnership with his uncle and cousin. 
Leading the fleet is a 320hp AXION 920 bought 
in 2015, plus they have two AXION 800s – an 
850 bought used with 5,000 hours on the clock 
that is a general purpose tractor and a new 
830 that is mainly used for spraying and liquid 
fertiliser application, plus they run a smaller 
ARION 650.

HEAVY SOILS
“It could be argued that we are overpowered 
and that the AXION 920 is too big for the 
acreage,” says Martin. “But although we have a 
mix of soils, they are generally heavy. Buying the 
920 was definitely the right decision as it gives 
us options and I would far rather be master 
of the situation rather than struggling, and to 
operate a tractor that’s well within its capabilities 
rather than operating on the limit.”

FUEL EFFICIENT
“Running costs for the AXION machines are 
good and they have proved just as fuel efficient 
as our previous tractors, but their great strength 
is that they are easy to drive and operate. 
Alongside that, the support offered by OLIVERS 
has been exceptional and that has been the main 
reason why we have gradually changed over to 
CLAAS.”

Main tasks for the larger AXION range from 
pulling the farm’s 7-furrow Lemken Euro 8 
plough or Sumo cultivator, through to drilling 
using a Claydon V drill. “We end up doing a 
bit of everything, depending on the blackgrass 
burden,” states Martin.

For operator Mark Birtwistle, the transition from 
his previous tractor over to the AXION proved 
very straightforward, and for him the tractor’s 
ease of operation is one of its strengths.

EVERYTHING AT YOUR 
FINGERTIPS ON THE 
CMOTION CONTROL 
“As a heavy cultivations tractor it’s very good and 
the FPT engine just keeps holding and pulling,” 
he says. “Having everything at your fingertips 
on the CMOTION control makes it very easy to 
set-up the F buttons. For most jobs I just set the 
Cruise Control and leave the tractor in automatic 
mode to look after itself. Over a long day the cab 
is a very nice place to be and the ride from the 
cab and front axle suspension is superb.”

“The AXION machines are just 
as fuel efficient as our previous 
tractors, but their great strength 
is that they are easy to operate.”

Martin Smith 
Ware, Hertfordshire, AXION 920

OLIVERS High Horsepower customers
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Martin Smith and 
operator  
Mark Birtwistle
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Oscillating track system keeps 
ground contact to a minimum.

TERRA TRAC-TOR

THE NEW AXION 900 TT

Two TERRA TRAC models 
available – the 445hp AXION 
960 and the 355hp AXION 930.

Tracks available in widths of 635mm, 
735mm and 890mm providing 35% 
less ground pressure compared to 
standard tyres.

The only truly suspended track 
system available today, coupled 
with PROACTIV front suspension 
and 4 point cab suspension.

claas.co.uk

The AXION TERRA TRAC is the first half track unit to have a fully suspended track system, following 30 years of experience of rubber 
track development for the CLAAS LEXION. Combined with the front axle and 4-point cab suspension, the track system not only aids 
ground contact and reduces wheelslip, but gives the operator an unprecedented level of comfort compared to other tracked tractors. 

A true game changer.

Contact OLIVERS today for more information.
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OLIVERS High Horsepower Heritage
Focus on the OLIVERS association 
with high horsepower tractors
The Oliver name has been synonymous with the local agricultural 
community since the mid 1800s trading as A T Oliver & Sons, 
and to this day continues to supply and support the local 
agricultural industry.

For the 2020 edition 
of the OLIVERS 
Magazine we look 
back at OLIVERS 
history of supplying 
high horsepower 
tractors of their 
day, right through 
to our current 
high horsepower 
offerings of the 
CLAAS XERION and AXION 900 series tractors including the 
latest AXION 960 TERRA TRAC.

From the mid 1900s when tracklayer machines dominated 
the high horsepower stakes, A T Oliver & Sons were principal 
suppliers of the Marshall-Fowler range of tracked tractors. A 
long lasting relationship with the original Field Marshall tractors 
saw sales evolve to the Track Marshall as demand for higher 
horsepower machines grew. The working relationship with Track 
Marshall was reinvigorated once again in the mid 1980s with the 
introduction of the new series of tracked tractors.

Selling alongside the Track Marshall’s during the 1980s A T Oliver 
& Sons were also 
successful dealers 
for the Mercedes 
agricultural range, 
selling the MB Trac 
models. The MB 
Trac is of particular 
historical interest as 
it was originally a 
CLAAS design that 
was sold to Mercedes 
who developed the 
model and hence 
would explain some 
its appearance similarities with the early CLAAS XERION tractors.

Equal-sized wheel, 4WD tractors have been a long established 
feature of the 
OLIVERS product 
offering, starting right 
back in the 1970s 
when A T Oliver & 
Sons were agents for 
the once popular Muir 
Hill range of tractors, 
prior to them taking 
on the Mercedes 
franchise in 1983. 
This association 
with equal-sized wheel tractors continued into the 1990s with 
the introduction of the JCB Fastrac, a successful product still 
represented today by our sister company Oliver Landpower Ltd.

The association with the Mercedes MB Trac and JCB Fastrac 
over the years also presented OLIVERS with a suitable platform 

to broaden their sprayer offering, with demount machines that 
could often compete with the self-propelled sprayers of their 
day. The long association with crop sprayers continues right up 
to the present day, and this experience reinforces OLIVERS as 
the specialist for the Horsch range of trailed and self-propelled 
sprayers, a product with which OLIVERS has been highly 
successful.

Returning to the theme of high horsepower machines, the 
late 1990s brought about great opportunity for OLIVERS, as 
their prospects of retaining a market leading share of the high 
horsepower market in their area grew enormously in 1997, with 
the introduction of the CLAAS Challenger.  
A hugely successful product from day one, OLIVERS retailed one 
of the first CLAAS Challengers in the UK and for the following five 
years sold numerous units across their trading area.

The CLAAS Challenger range evolved in 2002 to the Challenger 
MT range of tractors and due to OLIVERS superior experience in 
the sector, they retained the franchise to supply and service the 
new range of tractors over the next fourteen years.

With the advances in tyre technology of the past decade and 
the availability of fully 
integrated on-board tyre 
inflation systems, it is 
now widely accepted 
with lifetime running 
costs and versatility 
in mind, that wheels 
are often the primary 
choice for the high 
horsepower tractors. 
Oliver Agriculture’s 
current high horsepower 
CLAAS XERION, with 
large diameter equal-sized wheels, ranging from 462-530hp, and 
the CLAAS AXION 900, conventional wheeled tractors offering 
up to 445hp, gives us one of the widest wheeled product ranges 
available, with a model to suit all requirements. The AXION range 
is now enhanced with the innovative and versatile TERRA TRAC 
version offering up to 445 hp.  

OLIVERS experience in the high horsepower tractor market 
including an extensive tractor range from CLAAS, enables 
us to continue to service our customers not only with a high 
horsepower requirement, but tractors to suit all applications, with 
the Oliver family committed to serving this market for many years 
to come.
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CLAAS AXION have been the mainstay of the tractor fleet run 
by J Speirs & Sons for the last 7 years, with a 410hp AXION 
950 the latest addition which arrived in September to replace a 
tracked CLAAS Challenger 75E.

In addition to the latest AXION 950, the company also runs 
three 800 series models. Of these, the oldest is an AXION 850 
which was one of the first to be bought back in 2010, plus there 
is another 2012 plate 850 and an 830 CMATIC bought last 
February.

WE KEEP COMING BACK FOR 
MORE 
“We have been running AXION for a long time now and are 
obviously happy with them because we keep coming back for 
more,” says Jim Speirs. “The AXION is a good, all-round tractor 
that everyone like driving. It’s driver friendly, good in the field and 
never underpowered, so always pulls well. The cab suspension 
makes them very comfortable to operate and the drivers 
definitely appreciate that, you certainly notice the difference 
when you get onto something else.”

“Added to that there is the service and support that we receive 
from OLIVERS, backed up by the parts support that they get 
from CLAAS.”

FAR MORE FLEXIBILITY 
The arrival of the new AXION 950 last autumn reflects a partial 
change from tracks back to tyres. “We still have a large tracked 
tractor for heavy cultivations, but replacing the Challenger with 
the similarly powered AXION 950 gives us far more flexibility 
and enables the AXION to carry out jobs that the Challenger 

couldn’t do, for instance baling or even grain carting if necessary,” 
explains Jim. “We have also used it to pull our 6.0m trailed drill, 
which normally goes behind one of the 850s, but it performed 
extremely well and ISOBUS made it very simple to bring up the 
controls.”

HIGH DENSITY BALING 
This flexibility is reflected in the fact that as with the Challenger, its 
main job in the autumn is to work down seedbeds using a 6.6m 
Cultipress, either on plough following 2nd wheats or after a Simba 
SLD, but it is also now used to drive the farm’s high density baler, 
baling both silage and straw. If necessary it will also be brought in 
to pull the farm’s 7-furrow on-land plough, which is usually used 
behind the younger AXION 850 but which the Challenger struggled 
with.

“While the AXION and the Challenger are similar power, the AXION 
has far more grip and there is no difference in compaction. Fuel 
consumption is better and because we can use the AXION for far 
more jobs during the year rather than being parked up, the running 
costs per hour will be far lower.”

CMATIC TRANSMISSION
“Personally I really like the CMATIC transmission on the AXION as 
it pulls away very smoothly. We do have a lot of steep hills, with 
some long pulls so the tractors are really tested, but the engines on 
the AXION hold on well.”

DEALER SUPPORT
“But also OLIVERS are so reliable and easy to deal with, which is 
very important to us.”

J Speirs & Son 
Luton, AXION 950, 2x 850 & 830

OLIVERS High Horsepower customers
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J Speirs & Son 
Luton, AXION 950, 2x 850 & 830

“We do 
have a lot 
of steep 
hills, with 
some long 
pulls so the 
tractors 
are really 
tested, but 
the engines 
on the 
AXION hold 
on well.”

Jim Spiers



opico.co.uk

Profit from our knowledgeOPICO Ltd.   01778 421111   ask@opico.co.uk   

0% FINANCE
Pay nothing for 6 months*

6 MONTHS PAUSE FOLLOWED BY 
2 ANNUAL PAYMENTS @ 0% ENDS 30thAPRIL 2020

*Other f inance profi les available,  opico.co.uk/finance for 
full details, T&C’s apply.

Keep pace with modern farming technology
and stay one step ahead of the curve and the 
weather with an OPICO dryer!

• High throughput
• Fully automated
• High capacity loading and 

unloading augers 
• Easy to install and relocate when 

necessary 
• Galvanised and stainless steel 

components

• Duax heat core at the heart of the 
Magna range

• Up to 48 ton holding capacity
• Text messaging technology
• Improved grain sample
• 2 year warranty

UPGRADE & AUTOMATE UPGRADE & AUTOMATE UPGRADE & AUTOMATE UPGRADE & AUTOMATE 
YOUR DRYING CAPACITY

Maximum ef�ciency –
we’ve got it covered.

With a fill rate of 10,000 
litres per minute, low 
maintenance and a faster 
in-field drive speed, 
the PG II tanker offers 
maximum efficiency  
every time.

Eff iciency – Durabil i ty – Reliabi l i tyPlease contact our Specialist: Rex Hedges 07595 195038 or your local FSM.



THE CLAAS ROLLANT 540 
A new era of CLAAS ROLLANT balers

CLAAS know that reliability and durability are essential for a good harvest.
That is why we have developed a fixed-chamber baler with a 1.22 x 1.25 m bale size. This concept has been developed  
in the UK and Ireland over a number of years to ensure that it meets our customers’ requirements.  
The ROLLANT 540 is tried, tested and ready for your harvest.

Call OLIVERS for more information or a demonstration

claas.co.uk

NEW 80mm 
full width axle

NEW Larger 
tyre options

NEW Optional folding 
pickup guide wheels

NEW Heavy 
duty driveline

NEW Roller crop  
press options

NEW Optional film  
wrapping system

NEW Splined 
stub shaft & 
sprocket drive

NEW Stronger  
modular rollers

NEW 50mm stub 
shafts

NEW Double 
race bearings

NEW Heavy duty 
bale chamber & 
main frame

*Finance for business purposes only. Subject to acceptance and affordability checks. Applicant must be 18 or over. Promotion valid until 31 May 2020.
Available on new equipment only. Based on funding 50% of RRP. The finance product available under this promotion is Hire Purchase. First payment, full
VAT and a documentation fee of £75.00 are all due on signing. An option-to purchase fee of £50.00 (including VAT) will be collected with the final payment.
You will own the machine when all payments have been made. Alternative finance options are available, terms & conditions apply. Images are for illustrative
purposes only. Finance provided by CLAAS Financial Services Limited, Northern Cross, Basing View, Basingstoke, RG21 4HL. Registered in England No:
5854271.

3 + 33 monthly payments @ 0%
Offer available on all new Green Harvest machinery, while stocks last. Offer ends 31 May 2020.  
Finance for business users only. Terms and conditions apply.*0%

NEW Reinforced 
door hinges
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LARGE CAPACITY, ROBUST AND DURABLE

VERSATILE SPREADER, HIGH APPLICATION 
FBS REAR DISCHARGE 

HEAVY-DUTY TRAILERS FOR TOUGH JOBS

SUFFOLK TRAILER

• TRAILERS • MANURE SPREADERS • CHASER BINS 
• GRAIN AND FERTILISER HANDLING • LIVESTOCK 

The wide-bodied FBS spreader is available with twin           
vertical beaters or horizontal beaters with spinning discs and is 
designed to handle all types of farmyard manures sludges and 
waste products. With a 2m wide body and large cubic           
capacity, the FBS is particularly suited to handling low     
density manures. The variable floor speed control ensures  
constant delivery at high application rates.

Available in 12 to 18 tonne models with tandem or tri-axles, 
the FBS spreader is suitable for farmyard manure, semi-solid, 
poultry litter, industrial sludges and waste products.

SRT STONE & RUBBLE TRAILER

Heavy duty monocoque tipping trailers with a  
world-wide reputation for strength and durability,  
the Suffolk Trailer is designed and engineered to  
maximise efficiency optimising the strength to weight 
ratio and enabling you to deliver full payloads with a low 
unladen weight.
Available in 11 to 24 tonne models with an impressive  
 array of standard features and a wide choice of options, 
you can build the Suffolk trailer to your exact   
requirements. Suitable for grain, silage and general  
purpose haulage.

T: 01728 723224
W: WWW.RICHARDWESTERN.COM

PRODUCTS YOU CAN RELY ON

These heavy-duty trailers with reinforced 6mm sides and 
8mm floor are ideal for moving stone and rubble. The 
strong body construction with extra floor bracing and     
heavy-duty undercarriage, prevents damage and protects      
      against debris and foreign objects.

          Available in 20 tonne model, all stone and rubble           
 trailers are designed for use with high speed   
 tractors and are fitted with commercial axles on  
 420mm x 180mm brakes.
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SLURRY MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS

Abbey Machinery Ltd. Clonalea, Toomevara, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, Ireland.Telephone : 00353 67 26677 | Fax : 00353 67 26778 |info@abbeymachinery.com

www.abbeymachinery.com

@AbbeyMachinery

@AbbeyMachinery

• Fully integrated chassis and tank  
 for a longer working life

•Weight Sensing Sprung Drawbar  
 System for operator comfort

• Collared Dish-ends for  
  increased overall strength

• Patented ‘Double Trap System’ 
  for maximum pump protection 

• From 1300g to 6000g  
  (Standard, Recess, Tandem  
  and Tridem)

www abbeymachinery.com

  (Standard, Recess, Tandem 
  and Tridem)
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The NEW Abbey 
versatile Multi Arm

FIND OUT MORE - CALL: 00353 67 26677

Lowlander® Manure Spreaders

Twin Vertical Auger
TVA   |  6 – 40 tonnes

Horizontal Beater & Spinning Disc
HBD   |  8 – 40 tonnes

3 Year Warranty | Details available upon request

www.gtbunning.co.uk

bunning spreaders

Spring Offer
Lowlander Mk4 105
Standard specification including optional 
equipment:

580/70 R38 170A8 10 stud units
Hydraulic brakes & handbrake
Full road lighting
Pair of flashing strobe lights
Guillotine slurry door 
1000 RPM 6 spline wide angle PTO

RRP £31,431

Special Nett Price £24,995 
(excl VAT)
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Used Combines

CLAAS LEXION 770 TT 
£145,950
Year: 2012. 2584 Engine hours
Stock No: 31011875

USED Finance available

CLAAS LEXION 760 MONTANA 
£125,000
Year: 2012. 2109 Engine hours
Stock No: 61011650

USED

CLAAS DOM 96M 
£8,950
Year: 1981. 4048 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012391

USED

CLAAS LEXION 650 
£159,950
Year: 2017. 532 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012685

USED

CLAAS LEXION 780 TT 
£165,000
Year: 2014. 2368 Engine hours
Stock No: 31012592

USED Finance available

CLAAS LEXION 760 TT 
£119,000
Year: 2012. 2410 Engine hours
Stock No: 61011865

USED

CLAAS LEXION 750 T4F 
£163,000
Year: 2016. 875 Engine hours 
Stock No: 11012446

USED

CLAAS LEXION 760 TT 4WD 
£125,750
Year: 2012/2014. 2236 Engine hours
Stock No: 51011515

USED

CLAAS LEXION 780 TT 
£129,000
Year: 2012. 2714 Engine hour
Stock No: 51012016

USED Finance available

CLAAS LEXION 670TT 
£199,500
Year: 2017. 677 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012415

USED

CLAAS LEXION 770 TT 
£140,000
Year: 2012. 2352 Engine hours
Stock No: 41011824

USED Finance available

CLAAS LEXION 570+ 
£75,000
Year: 2006. 2595 Engine hours
Stock No: 61012264

USED

CLAAS LEXION 780 TT 
£183,950
Year: 2015. 2164 Engine hours
Stock No: 31012486

USED Finance available

CLAAS SCORPION 7035 VP  
£39,750
Year: 2016. 3800 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012285

USED

CLAAS QUADRANT 5300 
FINE CUT TA 
£99,500  
Year: 2017  Stock No: 51011672

USED

USED  
TELEHANDLERS

USED  
BALERS

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.

0% Finance is 
available on 

all LEXION 770 
and 780  
 Used 

Combines 

BUSINESS USERS ONLY. TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS APPLY*. CONTACT US FOR 

MORE DETAILS.

All used CLAAS combines  
(£75,000 or over) are Checked by 

the COMBINE WORLD  
250 point check list  

and are covered by the unique  
COMBINE WORLD warranty
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BUSINESS USERS ONLY. TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY. 
CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS.

Used Foragers, Rakes, Tedders and Mowers

CLAAS JAGUAR 970 4WD 
£267,500
Year: 2019. 425 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012513

USED Finance available

CLAAS LINER 3100 
£12,750
Year: 2012
Stock No: 51011807

USED

CLAAS VOLTO 800 
£6,500
Year: 2014
Stock No: 51011485

USED

CLAAS DISCO 3200 FC 
PROFIL 
£10,850 
Year: 2018  Stock No: 31012637

USED

KUHN GF7802 
£5,975
Year: 2011
Stock No: 51012138

USED

DISCO 8500C CONTOUR 
£19,950
Year: 2016
Stock No: 31012623

USED

CLAAS JAGUAR 950 4WD 
£145,000
Year: 2015. 2071 Engine hours
Stock No: 61011868

USED Finance availablev

JAGUAR 950 4WD 
£119,000
Year: 2013. 2392 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012423

USED Finance available

CLAAS LINER 3500 
£17,950
Year: 2013 
Stock No: 51012591

USED

CLAAS VOLTO 870 
£7,850
Year: 2013
Stock No: 51012152

USED

CLAAS DISCO 3200 FC 
PROFIL 
£10,995
Year: 2018 Stock No: 31012556

USED

POTTINGER HIT 8.91 
£6,750
Year: 2014 
Stock No: 51012371

USED

UNIFARM CM166 
£1,150
Year: 2010 
Stock No: 11012162

USED

KRONE EASY COLLECT 6000 
£12,000
Year: 2012
Stock No: 51012668

USED

CLAAS LINER 3100 
£11,950
Year: 2016
Stock No: 51012621

USED

CLAAS JAGUAR 950 4WD 
£88,500
Year: 2011. 5480 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012325

USED Finance available

CLAAS JAGUAR 870 SP 4WD 
£92,500
Year: 2013. 3652 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012669

USED Finance available

CLAAS VOLTO 1300T 
£17,500
Year: 2016
Stock No: 41011608

USED

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.

Finance is  
available on all  
 Used Foragers 
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Used Tractors and Toppers

CLAAS AXION 800 CIS 
£60,000
Year: 2015. 2756 Engine hours
Stock No: 51011831

USED

CLAAS ARION 530 CIS 
£44,950
Year: 2015. 3840 Engine hours
Stock No: 51011479

USED

CLAAS XERION 3800 
£59,950
Year: 2009. 7250 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012160

USED

CLAAS ARION 430 
£53,850
Year: 2017. 450 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012450

USED

HARVEST SERVICES MAJOR 
SL601 
£950  
Year: 2006 Stock No: 61011508

USED

MCCONNEL TOPPER 9 
£1,950
Year: 1995
Stock No: 31011903

USED

BOMFORD RS18 
£785
Year: 2000
Stock No: 11011337

USED

CLAAS ARION 650 
£33,500
Year: 2013. 6066 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012516

USED

CLAAS ARION 620 CIS 
£27,950
Year: 2010. 5889 Engine hours
Stock No: 51011482

USED

CLAAS ARION 650 
£59,650
Year: 2016. 1700 Engine hours 
Stock No: 11012366

USED

MASSEY FERGUSON 4709 
£28,500
Year: 2018. 10 Engine hours 
Stock No: 11012494

USED

OPICO MASCHIO GEMELLA 
620 
£4,995
Year: 2011 Stock No: 51012572

USED

FLEMING TOP 4 
£675
Year: 2000 
Stock No: 41012029

USED

MAJOR BAT WING 490 
EAGLE 
£5,750
Year: 2011 Stock No: 51012240

USED

CLAAS ARION 420 MR 
£40,975
Year: 2018. 350 Engine hours 
Stock No: 31011643

USED

CLAAS ARION 640 CIS 
£29,500
Year: 2011. 7250 Engine hours
Stock No: 31011168

USED

CLAAS ARION 650 
£59,950
Year: 2016. 2900 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012447

USED

CLAAS ARES 697 ATZ 
£26,850
Year: 2007. 8159 Engine hours
Stock No: 51011478

USED

CLAAS ARION 650 
£47,500
Year: 2013. 5150 Engine hours
Stock No: 51012024

USED

CLAAS ARION 620 
£52,950
Year: 2017. 2606 Engine hours
Stock No: 11012448

USED

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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Used Sprayers

Used Trailers, Muck/Slurry & Handling

MARSTON ACE 12 TONNE 
£5,750
Year: 1985
Stock No: 31012628

USED

CHERRY BALE TRAILER 
£4,750
Year: 1999
Stock No: 31012605

USED

MAJOR LGP 2050 
£6,250
Year: 2008
Stock No: 51012182

USED

MARSTON ACE 12 TONNE 
£5,550
Year: 1985
Stock No: 31012629

USED

VEENHUIS EUROJECT 350 
£2,950
Year: 2003
Stock No: 51011950

USED

BUNNING LOWLANDER 120 
£15,950
Year: 2010
Stock No: 11012697

USED

CHAFER SENTRY 5000 
£24,950
Year: 2009
Stock No: 31012277

USED

PICHON TCI 
£6,500
Year: 1999
Stock No: 61011741

USED

BATEMAN RB26 
£49,500
Year: 2010. 7550 hrs
Stock No: 11012682

USED

TECHNEAT AUTOCAST 
£750
Stock No: 11012712

USED

WOOTTON CMT12 
£6,965
Year: 2003
Stock No: 11012409

USED

MAJOR TANDEM 3250 
£16,500
Year: 2013
Stock No: 41011216

USED

FOR BEST FINANCE, please contact Adam Chambers,  
OLIVERS dedicated CLAAS Finance Manager

adam.chambers@claas�nance.com 
07770 632560

OUR STOCK 
CHANGES DAILY  

VISIT  
OUR WEBSITE 

www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

TODAY

BROWNS COMPACTOR B 
£525
Stock No: 11012610

USED

BROWNS SLITTER 
£2,100
Year: 2013
Stock No: 51011476

USED

BROWNS BALE SQUEEZE 
£950
Year: 2000
Stock No: 31012656

USED

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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Used Cultivation & Miscellaneous Equipment

MX CG170 
£1,450
Year: 2018
Stock No: 11012709

USED

AGAR SWEEPER 
£950
Stock No: 11012096

USED

CLAAS XERION REAR DECK 
£2,495
Year: 2016
Stock No: 11010806

USED

CLAAS AXION WAFER 
WEIGHTS 
£1,500
Year: 2010 Stock No: 11010842

USED

CLAAS FL OR MX  
HEADSTOCK 
£750
Year: 2018 Stock No: 11011677

USED

MX BRU 180 
£500
Year: 2017
Stock No: 11012710

USED

RICHARD WESTERN 
TRAILED STRAW CHOPPER 
£2,450
Year: 2000 Stock No: 31011931

USED

CLAAS / RENAULT FRONT 
WAFER 
£765
Stock No: 11010805

USED

CHILTON MX BALE SPIKE 
£195
Stock No: 61011676

USED

CLAAS LINKAGE WEIGHT 
BLOCK 
£1,500
Year: 2018 Stock No: 11011793

USED

MX TR2500 
£695
Year: 2018
Stock No: 11012711

USED

HORSCH-LEEB COMFORT 
SEAT 
£775
Year: 2019  Stock No: 11012521

USED

SIMBA 4M FOLLOWING 
£950
Year: 2010
Stock No: 11010300

USED

WALTER WATSON ROLLS 
£3,795
Year: 2018
Stock No: 31011197

USED

TWOSE SWR10 END TOW ROLL 
£3,950
Year: 2015
Stock No: 11012272

USED

LEMKEN KARAT 9/500 
£26,500
Year: 2014
Stock No: 61011546

USED

DALBO FITTING KIT 
£4,500
Year: 2018
Stock No: 11011363

USED

HORSCH JOKER 8RT 
£42,790
Year: 2016
Stock No: 11012579

USED

TWOSE UWF/41/C1 
£8,750
Year: 2008
Stock No: 61012312

USED

HORSCH TIGER 4 MT 
£33,333
Year: 2014
Stock No: 11009613

USED

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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Pronto 6 KR

Express 4 KRExpress 3 KR

Create the perfect seedbed even in difficult conditions 

and after the plough.

- compact 3m Express 3 KR

-  versatile 4m Express 4 KR with Partner front hopper

- grain & fert available on Express KR

- powerful 6m Pronto 6 KR 

Pronto & Express Power Harrows
INTENSIVE SEEDBED PREPARATION 
FROM 3M TO 6M

Power Harrows
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CLAAS LINER 2600
£18,630 
SPECIAL OFFER £14,650
Stock No.:51012472

NEW WITH FINANCE

CLAAS DISCO 2750C
£13,950
SPECIAL OFFER £10,535
Stock No.:11012452

NEW WITH FINANCE

CLAAS VOLTO 800 
£12,275
SPECIAL OFFER £9,650
Stock No.:41011581

NEW WITH FINANCE

New & Ex Demo Offers

New Green Harvest Equipment from CLAAS

CLAAS DISCO MOWER 
ACTIVE FLOAT KIT 
£825
Stock No: 51012217

NEW

MX UK BMS 175 
£1,795
Stock No: 11010833

NEW

CLAAS ARION 500 FL 
BRACKETS 
£1,950
Stock No: 11012208

NEW

CHERRY PRODUCTS 
WASTE BUCKET GRAB 
£3,965
Stock No: 11011611

NEW

OPICO SWARD SLITTER 
£4,445
Stock No: 11009973

NEW

MASCHIO UNICO L PLOUGH 
£18,995
2018 excellent condition
Stock no.: 11011033

EX DEMO

SPEARHEAD TWIGA CLASSIC 
S60 REACH HEDGECUTTER
£25,015
SPECIAL OFFER £14,755

NEW

SPEARHEAD MULTICUT 460 
PROLINE
£25,224
SPECIAL OFFER £14,375

NEW

OPICO HE-VA  
KINGROLLER 1230 
£23,495
Stock No: 31011801

NEW

RICHARD WESTERN SF14HS 
£19,595
Stock No: 61011516

NEW

MARTIN LISHMAN  
MDM 200 MIDI 
£1,895 
Stock No: 11012087

NEW

TECHNEAT AVADEX GR 
£7,107
Stock No: 11011352

NEW

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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GRANGE 6LDT EX DEMO
£27,688 
SPECIAL OFFER £26,220
Stock No: 11011290

EX DEMO

MASCHIO ALITALIA
£45,151 
SPECIAL OFFER £25,750
Stock No: 51011638

NEW

KRM M35W
£19,500 
SPECIAL OFFER £14,650
Stock No: 61012510

NEW

MASCHIO GIRAFFA 210SE
£9,042 
SPECIAL OFFER £5,995
Stock No: 11010954

NEW

DAL-BO 800 CULTIMAX
£38,730 
SPECIAL OFFER £22,500 
Stock No: 11012127

EX DEMO

MASCHIO BRAVA 230 FLAIL
£5,236
SPECIAL OFFER £3,600
Stock No: 61011507

NEW

RICHARD WESTERN SF18 HS
£28,834 
SPECIAL OFFER £19,950
Stock No: 6101175

NEW – ONLY 2 LEFT!

MASCHIO TIGRE 280
£7,949
SPECIAL OFFER £5,295
Stock No: 11011627

NEW 

New & Ex Demo Offers

OPICO GRASS HARROW
£4,780 
SPECIAL OFFER £3,950
Stock No.:11012600

NEW

ABBEY 2750R TANKER
£21,470 
SPECIAL OFFER £16,295
Stock No.:61011857

NEW

TANCO BALE SHEAR
£2,895

NEW

ABBEY V1250 MIXER WAGON
£22,151 
SPECIAL OFFER £15,000

NEW

TANCO 1400V WRAPPER
£24,640 
SPECIAL OFFER £16,950
Stock No.:11011213

EX DEMO

ABBEY TG6 6’ TOPPER
£1,344
SPECIAL OFFER £750
Stock No.:51011494

NEW

BUNNING 150
£35,950
Stock.no.:61011606

EX DEMO

FOR BEST FINANCE,  
please contact  

Adam Chambers,  
OLIVERS dedicated  

CLAAS Finance Manager
adam.chambers 

@claas�nance.com 
07770 632560

HORSCH CRUISER 6XL
£55,460 
SPECIAL OFFER £47,000 
Stock No: 11011773

EX DEMO

HORSCH JOKER 6 CLASSIC
£40,880
SPECIAL OFFER £38,850 
Stock No: 41011770

NEW – ONLY 1 LEFT!

HORSCH PRONTO 6DC 
POWERDISC
SPECIAL OFFER £76,250 
Stock No: 61011658

EX DEMO

£96,005 
HORSCH JOKER 3CT AND 
TG BAR
SPECIAL OFFER £19,650 
Stock No: 11012537

NEW – ONLY 2 LEFT!

£20,660

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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Terrano 3 FX

Terrano 5 FXJoker 3 CT

Available in 3m, 3.5m, 4m, 5m working widths 

and above. The Terrano FX can reduce fuel 

consumption by up to 20%. The versatile Joker 

CT is ideal for stubble and cultivated land. 

Joker CT & Terrano FX
HIGH PERFORMANCE CULTIVATION  
FROM 3M WORKING WIDTHS

Cultivators
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Meet the new  
HORSCH Hybrid Farming System team

Combining the best practices of 
organic farming and conventional 
farming, HORSCH’s new Hybrid 
Farming System provides a solution 
to weed control without glyphosate.

Four new products start HORSCH’s new Hybrid Farming 
System. Combining the best practices of organic farming and 
conventional farming, this inventive and forward-looking system 
is designed to meet the needs of farmers looking for mechanical 
weed control yet retaining the high productivity of conventional 
farming. Ever-growing pressure on the reduction of chemicals 
in farming continues to force farmers to meet supply demands 
using more and more organic practices. The HORSCH Hybrid 
Farming System helps meet those demands.

Transformer VF inter-row hoeing tool
The Transformer VF is the basis of a new inter-row hoeing tool 
line in the new Hybrid Farming System. The fully integrated lateral 
sliding frame enables the Transformer VF to be extremely flexible 
with parallelogram-guided tools. Available in 6m to 12m working 
widths, it can be combined with many camera systems.

Finer LT for complete cutting tillage 
The Finer LT enables shallow cutting of weeds, volunteer crops 
or catch crops. It can be an alternative to glyphosate with 
regards to fighting weeds. The ability to set the tine angle so the 
tines cut shallow and parallel to the ground is completely new.

Cura ST Hybrid Farming harrow

The new Cura ST harrow is one of the central solutions for 
HORSCH’s Hybrid Farming system. It will be launched as a 3-point 
version with working widths ranging from 6m to 15m and features 
an extremely solid design and precise operation.

Cultro TC double knife roller
The Cultro TC is a double knife roller with low horsepower 
requirement, available in 3m and 12m working widths. Used in 
combination with 
other machines, the 
highly flexible Cultro 
TC provides excellent 
cutting in rape or 
silage maize stubble 
and in catch crops.
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Visit our website, your local OLIVERS
branch or call 01733 667895.

We create innovative, award-winning technology that increases 

crop yields and reduces establishment costs by offering 

precision, performance and reliability.

Our broad cultivator range has something to suit all conditions 

and applications. Our impressive drill range has as grain and 

fertiliser models in all sectors with widths up to 12m.

All Leeb trailed and self-propelled sprayers feature BoomControl 

Pro, holding it rock steady at less than 30cm above the crop at 

speeds up to 30kph, even on hilly terrain.

As farmers ourselves, we understand the needs of 
professional farmers. Farming is our passion.

Sprayers, drills and cultivators 
for professional farmers

Passion in farming
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New self-propelled sprayers 
Leeb 6.300 PT and 8.300 PT
The new self-propelled Leeb PT 
sprayers have been developed to 
offer increased �exibility, comfort 
and precise application.
Two tank sizes are available, a 6,000-litre and 8,000-litre, 
with an increased ground clearance and a new ComfortDrive 
chassis concept that offers a new level of driving comfort. 
The unique and award-winning boom control system, 
BoomControl Pro, is now available in boom widths up to 42m 
and up to 42 sections. 

The ComfortDrive chassis with a central frame and hydro-
pneumatically spring-loaded individual wheel suspension is a 
completely new development. Active level regulation provides 
superb driving comfort on the road, in the field and on slopes. The 
wheel hub drive offers automatically load-dependent, controlled 
stepless drive and an anti-slip control. 

The front cabin layout optimises weight distribution and the all-new 
cabin provides excellent visibility and space. The new ErgoControl 
armrest focuses on simple, safe and comfortable handling of all 
sprayer function. 

The spacious cabin is built to the highest safety standards with 
Category 4 air filters cleaning the cabin air. A new 310hp Tier 5 
engine meets the latest emission standards.

Active level regulation for 
superb driving comfort.

The all-new cabin offers 
excellent visibility and space.

NEW ‘tool-free  
depth adjustment’ for 
your HORSCH AVATAR
Upgrade for your HORSCH Avatar at a 
special price of £56.55 per coulter (RRP 
£75.00). Available from all OLIVERS 
branches until 31st May 2020 

depth adjustment’ for 
your HORSCH AVATAR
Upgrade for your HORSCH Avatar at a 
special price of £56.55 per coulter (RRP 

Part no: 95194357
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spearheadmachinery.com

T
he TWIGA Classic VFR is a game-changer for farmers, contractors 
and local authorities. Tackling sizeable mowing and cutting jobs 
with ease, the brand-new VFR model enables the operator to move 

the arm forward and work within his peripheral field of vision, even when 
driving. This is a distinctive advantage for driver comfort - optimum 
visibility and a forward-facing stance can be maintained.

The TWIGA Classic VFR operates a 65hp hydraulic system, more 
potent than many of its competitors in the same price bracket. The 
Pilot Hydraulic Proportional Control System delivers fingertip control 
and precise manoeuvrability whilst in action. There are a multitude of 
attachments, too, including flail heads, cutter bars and saw heads. 

A universal, rear mounted cutting machine, the TWIGA Classic range is 
well-known for great value, long-term service and robust build quality. 
The addition of VFR capability has raised the bar even further.

Comments Simon Gurney; Area Sales Manager at Spearhead: “Driver 
comfort has a direct impact on performance. If the driver can operate 
with increased ease, the job will get done better, safer and faster. 

Spearhead first invented the VFR concept in the late 1990s, a design 
feature that has since been replicated across the industry. 

Gurney adds, “We are delighted to now offer the TWIGA Classic VFR, 
opening up increasing visibility and comfort to a broader spectrum of 
reach mower operator.”

Olivers will be running Twiga demo units throughout 2020. Should 
you wish to see any of the Twiga Series in action, or any of the other 
professional products offered by Spearhead Machinery Ltd please 
contact your local Olivers Area Sales Manager.

Spearhead Machinery’s best-value TWIGA Classic 

hedge and verge cutters now include a model 

with variable forward reach (VFR) technology – 

traditionally restricted to their top-end mower series.

SPEARHEAD LAUNCHES 
VFR CAPABILITY IN 
TWIGA CLASSIC RANGE

Spearhead WorldSPEARHEAD MACHINERY LTD SPEARHEAD MACHINERY LTD

Driver comfort has a direct impact on performance. 
If the driver can operate with increased ease, the 
job will get done better, safer and faster.
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spearheadmachinery.com

T
he TWIGA Classic VFR is a game-changer for farmers, contractors 
and local authorities. Tackling sizeable mowing and cutting jobs 
with ease, the brand-new VFR model enables the operator to move 

the arm forward and work within his peripheral field of vision, even when 
driving. This is a distinctive advantage for driver comfort - optimum 
visibility and a forward-facing stance can be maintained.

The TWIGA Classic VFR operates a 65hp hydraulic system, more 
potent than many of its competitors in the same price bracket. The 
Pilot Hydraulic Proportional Control System delivers fingertip control 
and precise manoeuvrability whilst in action. There are a multitude of 
attachments, too, including flail heads, cutter bars and saw heads. 

A universal, rear mounted cutting machine, the TWIGA Classic range is 
well-known for great value, long-term service and robust build quality. 
The addition of VFR capability has raised the bar even further.

Comments Simon Gurney; Area Sales Manager at Spearhead: “Driver 
comfort has a direct impact on performance. If the driver can operate 
with increased ease, the job will get done better, safer and faster. 

Spearhead first invented the VFR concept in the late 1990s, a design 
feature that has since been replicated across the industry. 

Gurney adds, “We are delighted to now offer the TWIGA Classic VFR, 
opening up increasing visibility and comfort to a broader spectrum of 
reach mower operator.”

Olivers will be running Twiga demo units throughout 2020. Should 
you wish to see any of the Twiga Series in action, or any of the other 
professional products offered by Spearhead Machinery Ltd please 
contact your local Olivers Area Sales Manager.

Spearhead Machinery’s best-value TWIGA Classic 

hedge and verge cutters now include a model 

with variable forward reach (VFR) technology – 

traditionally restricted to their top-end mower series.

SPEARHEAD LAUNCHES 
VFR CAPABILITY IN 
TWIGA CLASSIC RANGE

Spearhead WorldSPEARHEAD MACHINERY LTD SPEARHEAD MACHINERY LTD

Driver comfort has a direct impact on performance. 
If the driver can operate with increased ease, the 
job will get done better, safer and faster.

SPEARHEAD TWIGA CLASSIC 
S60 REACH HEDGECUTTER
£25,015
SPECIAL OFFER £14,755

NEW

SPEARHEAD MULTICUT 460 
PROLINE
£25,224
SPECIAL OFFER £14,375

NEW

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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New & Ex Demo Tractors and Telehandlers

CLAAS ARION 630 CEBIS  
£82,700
50kph, Pre Reg, 60hrs, 165hp no boost, 3 
Years Warranty.

NEW

CLAAS AXION 830 CMATIC CIS+  
£133,500
50kph, Pre Registered, Delivery Hours,  
235hp no boost, 5yr / 5000hr Wty.

NEW

CLAAS ARION 650 CEBIS  
£101,325
50kph, 370hrs, 185hp no boost, Remain-
der of 5yr / 5000hr Warranty.

EX-DEMO

CLAAS AXION 800 HEXACTIV CIS+  
£98,000
50kph, NEW, 205hp no boost, ISOBUS, 
5yr / 5000hr Warranty.

NEW

CLAAS AXION 850 CEBIS  
£123,200
50kph, 351hrs, 264hp no boost, ISOBUS, 
Warranty until 22/7/2020.

EX-HIRE

CLAAS ATOS 340 CX & FL100 CP LOADER  
£43,800
50hrs, 109hp, PROPILOT Loader control, 
Transparent Roof, 3yr / 1500 hr Warranty.

EX-DEMO

CLAAS ATOS 340 CX & FL100 LOADER 

£45,000
NEW, 109hp, FLEXPILOT Loader control, 
Transparent Roof, 3yr / 1500 hr Warranty.

NEW

0% Finance and 
manufacturer’s 

warranty available 
on all tractors  

BUSINESS USERS ONLY. TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS APPLY.*

Register online to manage machinery alerts, news, offers and more: www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

CLAAS SCORPION 741 VP 40kph 

£77,000
170hrs, 4.1t/7m lift, c/w Pallet Tines, Re-
mainder of 5yr / 5000hr Warranty.

EX-DEMO

CLAAS AXION 800 HEXACTIV CIS+  
£93,700
50kph, 460hrs, 205hp no boost, ISOBUS,  
12 Months Warranty.

EX-DEMO

CLAAS SCORPION 756 40kph 

£88,700
230hrs, 5.6t/7m lift, Auto Return-to-dig, 
Remainder of 5yr / 5000hr Warranty.

EX-DEMO

CLAAS AXION 830 CMATIC CEBIS  
£109,950
50kph, 800hrs, 235hp no boost, GPS Pilot 
S7, Warranty until August 2021.

EX-DEMO

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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New & Ex Demo Tractors and Telehandlers

*Finance for business purposes only. Subject to acceptance and affordability checks. Applicant must be 18 or over. Promotion valid until 31.03.20 or 
while stocks last. Available on new equipment only. The interest free offer is subject to a maximum to finance of 50% (based on RRP). The finance product 
offered under this promotion is Hire Purchase. First payment, full VAT and a documentation fee of £125 are all due on signing. An option-to-purchase fee 
of £75 (plus VAT) will be collected with the final payment. You will own the machine when all payments have been made. Alternative finance options are 
available. Terms and Conditions apply. Images are for illustrative purposes only. Finance provided by CLAAS Financial Services Limited, Northern Cross, 
Basing View, Basingstoke, RG21 4HL. Registered in England No: 5854271.

OLIVERS Luton 
Tel: 01582 727111

OLIVERS Reading
Tel: 01189 723741

OLIVERS Tingewick
Tel: 01280 848494 

OLIVERS Petworth
Tel: 01798 343660

OLIVERS Winchester 
Tel: 01962 774590

AXION 800 HEXASHIFT

The AXION 800 & 810 HEXASHIFT 205 & 215 hp are delivered with 5 years extended warranty (based on 1,000 hours per year)
(Terms and Conditions apply). TELEMATICS, GPS steering and ISOBUS are available as optional extras.

Contact OLIVERS today for a demonstration. 

0%
5 + 55 monthly payments @ 0%
Offer available on the new AXION 800 & 810 HEXASHIFT models ONLY, while stocks last.  
Offer ends 31 March 2020. For business users only. Terms and conditions apply.*
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OLIVERS and Spread-a-Bale

Spread-a-Bale
Spread-a-bale provides all livestock farmers with a simple 
solution to one of the most laborious tasks – spreading bedding 
straw. Whilst other bale processors literally chop and blow the 
straw into the livestock pen using pneumatic forces, Spread-a-
Bale’s spreading rotors accelerate a mass of straw and throw it 
full width of the pen with minimal dust generation. One bale can 
be processed in less than 45 seconds. 

Spread-a-Bale spreads both round and rectangular bales; it is 
truly self-loading from the stack. Only one tractor or materials 
handler is required. Attaching and detaching the spreader is very 
quick and simple with only one double acting hydraulic supply 
requiring no electrical connection.

The bene�ts
• Saves straw: longer straw makes for a longer lasting bed
• Our customers commonly report 

◊ up to 50% straw saving over manual spreading with square 
bales, up to 35% for round bales

◊ up to 25% reduced requirement over other mechanical 
spreading systems

◊ up to 25% saving of longer straw over shorter straw
• Saves time and labour: forget manual labour, one 700kg 

rectangular bale can be spread in 45 seconds – faster 
than any other spreaders, shredders, choppers and bale 
processors 

• Reduces dust and subsequent health risks for both farmers, 
operators and their livestock: minimal dust reduces the risk 
of pneumonic conditions and infections and in turn reduces 
antibiotic usage, together with injuries from foreign object 
missiles

• Improves livestock welfare and overall performance: animals 
are kept cleaner and healthier; they have the best opportunity 
to reach their potential, including to optimise feed conversion 
rates

• Improves environment: the entire system has a much-reduced 
carbon footprint over any other mechanised system; reduced 
passes and equipment

• Improves business efficiency: lowers the system’s overall 
costs and contributes to significantly improving farmers 
competitive advantage. Spread-a-Bale also has low 
depreciation and high resale value

Case study
Straw spreading machine, Spread-a-Bale has halved the straw 
bill and made savings sufficient for the system to pay for itself 
in less than one year according to the University of Liverpool 
Institute of Veterinary Science, Wood Park Farm.

Seeking to reduce the amount of straw bedding and subsequent 
costs whilst maintaining the high performance of the University’s 
220-cow herd in terms of low mastitis incidence and somatic cell 
counts, Wood Park Farm evaluated Spread-a-Bale in its straw 
bedded dry cow and youngstock accommodation.

Compared to its previous operations using a grab to shake 
out the straw, Spread-a-Bale proved to be more effective and 
efficient; the number of bales used was reduced by 50%, 
making savings sufficient to cover over 100% return on capital 
investment in under a 12-month period. At the same time, quality 
of the bed remained the same, and the low level of mastitis 
cases was maintained. 

“I’ve used a number of straw bedding machines over more years 
than I care to remember and have always disliked the amount 
of dust produced during spreading and even less appreciated 
unblocking them on a regular basis,” explains Wood Park Farm’s 
farm manager, John Cameron. 

“We have several straw yards with less than ideal designs, and 
have a high standard of bedding being a university farm which in 
turn means a significant amount of straw is used annually. The 
straw bill for 2018 was around £30,000 which is about twice the 
average spend for this size of farm based on Promar costings.

“Using Spread-a-Bale, we have halved our straw usage, which 
means that the machine will have paid for itself within 12 months. 
It’s easy to use and rarely blocks, but its rotors and bed can 
be put in to reverse if it does, and it leaves a fluffy bed for the 
animals to nest in.”

“

”

Since we invested in 
Spread-a-Bale, we’ve made 

50% savings on straw usage, 
which means that the 

machine will have paid for 
itself within 12 months.

John Cameron, farm manager; 220 cows
Wood Park Farm, The University of 
Liverpool School of Veterinary Science

Tel: 01244 394258
Email: sales@spread-a-bale.com

WWW.SPREAD-A-BALE.COM

Spread-a-Bale®Spread-a-Bale®

Tel: 01244 394258 • sales@spread-a-bale.com

WWW.SPREAD-A-BALE.COM

Spread-a-Bale®

SAVE
STRAW AND 
SAVE TIME 

ONLY ONE 
LOADER

REQUIRED

REDUCE
DUST AND 

HEALTH
RISK

VERY LOW
MAINTENANCE

AND
RELIABLE

Spread-a-Bale®

Contact OLIVERS for more information 
and prices on the Spread-a-Bale range.
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OLIVERS and CHERRY PRODUCTS

We are Cherry 
Products 

full stocking 
dealers.

Cherry Products Ltd. www.cherryproducts.co.uk Sales:- 01608 678197 Email:- sales@cherryproducts.co.uk

BK 30-76 BUCKET
£2,310 
SPECIAL OFFER £1,430
Brackets: CLAAS  Stock no.:11011118

EX DEMO

FL1800 SHEAR GRAB FL
£4,772 
SPECIAL OFFER £3,490
Brackets: CLAAS bolt on.  S.no.:51011987

EX DEMO

CAB02 BIG BAG LIFTER
£1.300 
SPECIAL OFFER £1,150
Brackets: JCB  Stock no.:11011985

CHERRY

CAB02 BIG BAG LIFTER
£1.300 
SPECIAL OFFER £1,150
Brackets: PIN&CONE  Stock no.:61011986

CHERRY

BK10-66 X-FORM BUCKET
£1,100 
SPECIAL OFFER £970
Brackets: EURO  Stock no.:11012526

CHERRY

CM24SF ACCESS PLATFORM
£785 
SPECIAL OFFER £650
Brackets: Pallet Tine Stock no.:11011980

CHERRY

BK25-76 X-FORM BUCKET
£1,664 
SPECIAL OFFER £1,315
Brackets: CLAAS Stock no.:61011977

CHERRY

Part No. Description £ RRP
P50SAFESIGN1 AFFF Foam Photoluminescent ID Sign - Landscape £4
P50SAFESIGN2 AFFF Foam Photoluminescent ID Sign - Portrait £4
FB 1.2X1.2 Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.2m £24
P50SAFESIGN5 Fire Blanket Photoluminescent ID Sign - Landscape £4
F/SBRACKET Black designer P50 Stand (Suitable for 6-9kg Extinguishes) £28
EST3 Single Moulded Stand (Red Plastic) £39
EST7 Double Moulded Stand (Red Plastic) £66
CAB0240 Red PVC Cover (Suitable for 6-9Kg Extinguishers) £11
CABINET1 Single cabinet - Easy Wall (Suitable for 6-9Kg Extinguishers) £75

Part No. Marine
Part No. Type Contents Fire 

Types Capacity Fire Rating Filled
Weight Height Discharge

Duration
Discharge
Distance £ RRP

P50F2 P50F2M
FOAM AFFF

AB & 
Electrical

2 Litre 8A - 55B 2.8kg 410mm 18 sec 3m £66
P50F6 P50F6M 6 Litre 34A - 183B 8.5kg 570mm 40 sec 4m £150
P50F9 P50F9M 9 Litre 43A - 233B 11.7kg 640mm 49 sec 7m £173

E  X  T  I  N  G  U  I  S  H  E  R  S

CHERRY

PRODUCTS

Our customers save
an average of 

47%

New Generation
Composite Extinguisher 

Customer Support
Our team are ready to 
support your business.
Contact us to arrange a 
quotation and discover 
how much you could save 
by changing to our new 
generation of composite 
extinguishers.
Annual certi� cation could not be 
easier. Watch our training video 
online to � nd out how quick and 
simple certi� cation is.

CHERRY PRODUCTS

In Partnership
with

Oathill, Enstone, Chipping Norton, Oxon  OX7 4ED, United Kingdom
01608 678197 I fi re@cherryproducts.co.uk I www.cherryproducts.co.uk

New Generation

Part No. Description £ RRP
P50SAFESIGN1 AFFF Foam Photoluminescent ID Sign - Landscape £4
P50SAFESIGN2 AFFF Foam Photoluminescent ID Sign - Portrait £4
FB 1.2X1.2 Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.2m £24
P50SAFESIGN5 Fire Blanket Photoluminescent ID Sign - Landscape £4
F/SBRACKET Black designer P50 Stand (Suitable for 6-9kg Extinguishes) £28
EST3 Single Moulded Stand (Red Plastic) £39
EST7 Double Moulded Stand (Red Plastic) £66
CAB0240 Red PVC Cover (Suitable for 6-9Kg Extinguishers) £11
CABINET1 Single cabinet - Easy Wall (Suitable for 6-9Kg Extinguishers) £75

Part No. Marine
Part No. Type Contents Fire 

Types Capacity Fire Rating Filled
Weight Height Discharge

Duration
Discharge
Distance £ RRP

P50F2 P50F2M
FOAM AFFF

AB & 
Electrical

2 Litre 8A - 55B 2.8kg 410mm 18 sec 3m £66
P50F6 P50F6M 6 Litre 34A - 183B 8.5kg 570mm 40 sec 4m £150
P50F9 P50F9M 9 Litre 43A - 233B 11.7kg 640mm 49 sec 7m £173

E  X  T  I  N  G  U  I  S  H  E  R  S

CHERRY

PRODUCTS

Our customers save
an average of 

47%

New Generation
Composite Extinguisher 

Customer Support
Our team are ready to 
support your business.
Contact us to arrange a 
quotation and discover 
how much you could save 
by changing to our new 
generation of composite 
extinguishers.
Annual certi� cation could not be 
easier. Watch our training video 
online to � nd out how quick and 
simple certi� cation is.

CHERRY PRODUCTS

In Partnership
with

Oathill, Enstone, Chipping Norton, Oxon  OX7 4ED, United Kingdom
01608 678197 I fi re@cherryproducts.co.uk I www.cherryproducts.co.uk

New Generation
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GPS controlled
spreading via
CALIBRATOR
FREE app

More than 50 years of Expert Knowledge...

• Capacity up to 650 kg/min
• Hopper sizes from 700 to 5550 litres 
• Simple setting and adjustment
• Wash deflectors and hinged guards for easy cleaning
• Bogballe unique Flexi-Coat paint for long lasting protection
• New LED GLOW light integrated into the reflectors
• Dynamic Section Control: Automatically reduces working 

width, application rate and spread pattern

The worlds most accurate fertiliser spreader is now more DYNAMIC than ever!

Contact OLIVERS to find out more information.

M35 (W) Plus

Save Fuel, Save Time…

The Mechanical  
Weeding Revolution…

Widen Your Options for late autumn and spring drilling with a 
KRM Tine Drill and increase margins by saving power, fuel and 
time.

Use one drill for sowing into a ploughed seedbed or into min till 
even in less than perfect ground conditions.

Choose KRM for a Drill that WORKS!

Contact Oliver Agriculture today or

Find out more at www.krm-ltd.co.uk

� � �

Reduce chemical inputs with a Carre Mechanical Interrow Hoe.

Camera Guided accuracy with 2D & 3D modes, Automatic Side 
shift and Steering Coulters, GPS ISOBUS.

Section Control and a large range of widths and options means 
we have the model to suit you.

Contact Oliver Agriculture today or 
Find out more at www.krm-ltd.co.uk
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T: 01482 815711    info@grangemachinery.co.uk    www.grangemachinery.co.uk

Low disturbance legs provide a full width lift with minimal surface disturbance
• 3m, 4m & 6m Low Disturbance Toolbar
• 300mm working depth
• Leg spacing of 500mm
• Hydraulic front cutting discs
• Choice of attachments for trailing Implements

LDT – LOW DISTURBANCE TOOLBAR
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AGRIHYD  
HV 46 
208L (01474440)

AGRIHYD  
HV 46  
20L (01474450)

AGRIHYD  
HV 46  
3x5L (01479010)

AGRIHYD  
HVLP-D 46 
208L (01474460)

AGRIHYD  
HVLP-D 46 
20L (01474470)

AGRIHYD  
HVLP-D 46 
3x5L (01471420)

AGRIMOT  
PROTEC 10W-40 
208L (01478960)

AGRIMOT  
PROTEC 10W-40 
20L (01478970)   

AGRIMOT  
PROTEC 10W-40 
3x5L (01479050) 

AGRIMOT SDX 
15W-40 
208L (01474780)

AGRIMOT SDX 
15W-40 
20L (014747800) 

AGRIMOT SDX 
15W-40 
3x5L (01474810) 

ENGINE OIL
AGRISHIFT  
GA 12  
208L (01473920)

AGRISHIFT  
GA 12  
20L (01473910)

AGRISHIFT  
GA 12  
3x5L (01473940)

AGRISHIFT  
MT 80W-90  
208L (01473990) 

AGRISHIFT  
MT 80W-90  
20L (01474300)

AGRISHIFT  
MT 80W-90  
3x5L (01810040)

TRANSMISSION OIL

HYDRAULIC OIL

Parts at OLIVERS

Buy three 20L drums 
of oil and receive a 

FREE  
20L drum of coolant.

Valid at any OLIVERS 

branch between  

19th March and 

2nd April
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Pi
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ry
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ling Fans 

 Wireless Crop M
onitoring

Your one-stop shop this harvest!

 Crop Quality Equipment

Bale M
oistu

re M
eter

Proo
m

eter  Moisture Meters

Autom
aoc Fan Control

Pile-D
ry Pedestals

StoreVent Extracoon Fans

Supplied by:

www.marrnlishman.com
01778 426600
/marrnlishmanltd
@Marrn_Lishman
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Parts at OLIVERS

Jack Pyke – 15% off everything  
between 19th March & 2nd April. 

Buckler Boots – 10% off all boots 
between 19th March & 2nd April.   

GRANIT CLAAS Farm Parts Bale Fork 
Part No 77875530 RRP £199 + VAT  
Our Price, Special Offer - £150 +VAT

HORSCH Parts OFFERS
00310262 – tungsten tip point – RRP – 
£52.20 – Sale Price £40.   Fits HORSCH 
Sprinters/Airseeders

  
10% off all Martin Lishman parts 
between 19th March & 2nd April.

All Parts subject to availability, while stocks last. All prices subject to VAT.

Buckler Boots – 10% off all boots 

10% off all 
between 19th March & 2nd April.

between 19th March & 2nd April.   between 19th March & 2nd April.   

£150
£40

£13£6.50

15% 
off

00310262 – tungsten tip point – RRP – 
£52.20 – Sale Price £40.   Fits HORSCH 

00310081 – Following Harrow 
Tine – RRP- £8.81 – Sale Price 
£6.50 – Fits HORSCH Terrano / 
Cruisers / Airseeders

CLAAS Crop Wrap. Please ask at your nearest branch.

£6.50

Tine – RRP- £8.81 – Sale Price 
£6.50 – Fits HORSCH Terrano / 
Cruisers / Airseeders

10% 
off

10% 
off

00311328/9  
R/H & L/H Coulter Wing  
RRP £17.94 – Sale Price 
£13              
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ORIGINAL CLAAS PARTS in stock now
V-MAX Grass Knife Set  
Ready to fit set for your 900 Series 
JAGUAR (494 and 497) 
LH 1410172, RH 14101731

Universal Shearbar 
26142700
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JAGUAR 960 SOFT 
TOY  
Order No. 02552660 

AXION T-SHIRT 
Age 1- 14 years 
Order No. 02556820 - 02556870

Kids clothing 
and toys 
in stock at 
OLIVERS

LEXION 770 TERRA TRAC  
1:32, Siku, Plastic  
Order No. 01712140

Parts & Service at OLIVERS

Based near Newport, on the Isle of Wight, M.R Agri are the Island’s only authorised 
OLIVERS CLAAS service dealers. 
Established by Marcus Rickard in 2014, the business has continued to grow and working with 
Ryan Munt, who joined as a business partner in 2017, the team have dramatically increased 
the presence of the CLAAS brand on the Island.
With over 30 years of mechanical knowledge and expertise between them, Marcus and Ryan 
have built their business on an understanding of the importance of service to their customers.  
They pride themselves on their ef�ciency and reliability, and are supported in this by the 
fantastic parts service provided by CLAAS UK.
In addition to servicing, MR Agri offer parts and accessories sales, as well as sales of new and 
used machinery, mirroring the brands associated with OLIVERS and more.

To contact a member of the MR Agri team call us on  
01983 640421 or email info@mrickardagri.co.uk

IOW SERVICED
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Service at OLIVERS

NSTS Sprayer Testing Scheme
NSTS Tests

NSTS tests are available at all OLIVERS Branches and carried 
out by our trained technicians.

• Improve accuracy

• Improve ef�ciency

• All makes/models

• OLIVERS can test and certify your sprayer  
for its annual test.

• 18mtr sprayer £190

• 24mtr sprayer £250

• 32mtr sprayer £340

• 36mtr sprayer £380

Please contact your local branch service department to discuss 
your individual quote and requirements.

Prices are exclusive of VAT and include a sprayer certificate.

Additional charges may apply depending on travel.

Sprayer Pump Service also available. Contact us to discuss your 
individual requirements.

LOLER Telehandler Testing
Starting From £125 +VAT

Ensure your machine is in safe working condition

OLIVERS are fully certified LOLER telehandler testing agents.

Additional charges may apply 
depending on travel

Contact your local branch for 
more details and to discuss your 
individual requirements.

Trailer Brake Testing
OLIVERS are approved BAGMA & TILLY trailer brake testers for 
all agricultural trailers and tractors.

We have equipment and engineers trained to carry out the 
brake tests on all tractors, telehandlers, trailers and other trailed 
machinery.

Discounts on multiple trailers are available, contact your 
local branch for more details and to discuss your individual 
requirements.

OLIVERS are fully certified LOLER telehandler testing agents.
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Fixed Price Tractor Servicing 
Available for all AXOS, ATOS, ARION & AXION models. Please 
contact your local OLIVERS branch for more details and pricing.

Air 
Conditioning 
Servicing
OLIVERS have fully 
trained personnel 
to service your air-
conditioning system 
on any machine. We 
have the equipment to 
handle re-gassing or 
leak diagnostics of your 
system onsite. Contact 
your local OLIVERS 
branch for more 
information. 

Out of season Combine Servicing
Book your combine for a winter service after harvest and as long 
as we can service your machine before 31st March we can offer 
a reduce rate for labour. Contact us for a full appraisal.

Out of season CLAAS Baler servicing
Winter servicing on all CLAAS balers; MARKANT, ROLLANT, 
VARIANT, QUADRANT. Discounts available for services 
completed before 31st March, contact your local depot for more 
information. 

OLIVERS Immobiliser supply  
and install
Protect your machines from theft, OLIVERS can supply and fit 
a keypad immobiliser to any agricultural tractor or self-propelled 
unit. Contact your depot for more information and a quotation.

CESAR Datatag security marking
OLIVERS are certified installers of CESAR Datatag security 
markers for all agricultural machines. Reduce your insurance and 
protect your asset, discounts on multiple machines available.

For quotations or to book a service please contact your local 
OLIVERS Service Manager.
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maschio.co.uk

Distributed by

Profit from our knowledge

UNICO PLOUGH

Complete inversion

OPICO Ltd.   01778 421111   ask@opico.co.uk   opico.co.uk

UNICO M & L
3-6 furrow ploughs

• MP4WD bodies ensure  
 complete inversion in all  
 conditions and a wide furrow  
 bottom for large tyres.

• Parallelogram linkage allows  
 front furrow adjustment without  
 a�ecting the true line.

• Variable working width without  
 furrow close down for turnover  
 means minimised pivot and  
 linkage wear.

• Turnover memory function means  
 reduced tractor stress.

0% FINANCE
Pay nothing for 6 months*

6 MONTHS PAUSE FOLLOWED BY 
2 ANNUAL PAYMENTS @ 0% ENDS 30thAPRIL 2020

*Other f inance profi les available,  maschio.co.uk/finance for 
full details, T&C’s apply.

strautmann.co.uk

Distributed by

Profit from our knowledgeOPICO Ltd.   01778 421111   ask@opico.co.uk   opico.co.uk   

Step up to a Strautmann
Self Propelled Verti-Mix Self Propelled with Vario2 Technology

Self propelled range: Sherpa 12m3 - 14m3 | Verti-Mix SF 11m3 – 15m3 | Verti-Mix SF Double 14m3 – 22m3

* Exact monthly payments will depend on multiple factors and a bespoke quote 
will be generated following an on farm visit. Terms and conditions apply.

UNIQUE CONTRACT HIRE PACKAGE AVAILABLE

• Low upfront capital investment
• Fixed monthly cost and term
• No risk on second hand value
• Service contract & 4000 hours warranty
• Option to purchase at end of the hire term
• Contract hire from £2,300* per month

Single & Double Auger 
From 12m³ to 22m³
• Economical, efficient, consistent
• Tractor & telehandler redundant
• Reduced overall feeding time
• Efficient milling head means: 

cleaner clamp face, less spoilage     
& wastage with increased daily intake

• Improved milk yield 

1 litre per cow per day. 
On farm demonstrations already show an uplift of:

Vario2 auger: “stepped”
flight design tumbles 
the ration giving a more 
homogenous mix faster

Vario2 auger: “stepped”
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MASCHIO UNICO L PLOUGH 

£18,995
2018 excellent condition
Stock no.: 11011033

EX DEMO

OLIVERS and MASCHIO
Maschio Front/Rear & 
Offset Flail Mowers
The Maschio Flail mower range is one of 
the largest available on the UK market 
with models and features to suit nearly all 
possible applications. Maschio have put 
to good use the 45 years of expertise, 
gained from building gearboxes and drive 
lines for rotary cultivators, in the design of 
their flail mower range. Build techniques 
and buying volumes ensure robust, reliable 
and competitively priced machines and 
wearing parts.

All Maschio flails ensure worked material 
is thoroughly cut and mulched, whether 
they are cutting long grass or twigs and 
branch, which is essential in speeding 
up breakdown and ultimately the nutrient 
value of the residue that is absorbed back into the soil. 

Whilst a mechanical and/or hydraulic offset is available on most 
standard mounted machines the range also includes fully offset 
models for field/verge side and ditch mowing.

From 1m to a little over 6m, there is a Maschio flail mower to suit 
all requirements. 

Plough set-up
When choosing a plough, Rob Immink at Maschio will take 
a farmer through several steps to identify the best option.  
Available horsepower and field size are two – influencing the size 
of the plough, followed by soil type.  If you have stony or heavy 
clay soils you’ll probably want automatic reset – other soils will 
get away with shear bolts.

Those with variable soil types may benefit from hydraulic width 
adjustment, while manual adjustment is suited to more uniform 
soils.  Sticky soils work best with slatted boards, whereas whole 
boards are fine for other soil types.  “If you’re ploughing for 
potatoes you’ll need a deep board, while cereals want a wider 
one.”

“Most farmers nowadays are using ploughing to control grass 
weeds,” he adds, “so are looking for complete inversion to 
buy the seeds.  That will affect mouldboard design, helical for 
shallower working depths or cylindrical for deeper inversion – 
while skimmer choice depends on the residue; are you ploughing 
maize stalks or short barley stubble?”

“There are a lot of factors that determine what plough you need, 
so it’s important to weigh up all the considerations.”

Rob Immink

All prices exclude VAT and delivery, subject to availability.
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T: 01482 815711    info@grangemachinery.co.uk    www.grangemachinery.co.uk

Low disturbance legs provide a full width lift with minimal surface disturbance
• 3m, 4m & 6m Low disturbance machine
• 300mm working depth
• Leg spacing of 500mm
• Hydraulic front cutting discs
• Choice of packer + hydraulic folding option

LDL – LOW DISTURBANCE LOOSENER

Contact OLIVERS for a demonstration today.
claas.co.uk   www.oliveragriculture.co.uk 

Extended CLAAS SCORPION range
With up to 5,600kg capacity and 9.7m lift height, the extended SCORPION range offers DYNAMIC COOLING,  
SMART LOADING, SMART ROADING and multiple steering modes. 

SMART   LOADING
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T: 01482 815711    info@grangemachinery.co.uk    www.grangemachinery.co.uk

maschio.co.uk

Distributed by

Profit from our knowledgeOPICO Ltd.   01778 421111   ask@opico.co.uk   opico.co.uk

0% FINANCE
Pay nothing for 6 months*

6 MONTHS PAUSE FOLLOWED BY 
2 ANNUAL PAYMENTS @ 0% ENDS 30thAPRIL 2020

**Other f inance profi les available,  maschio.co.uk/finance 
for full details, T&C’s apply.

3m Power Harrow
DMR & Alitalia 
Single Disc

Only £25,750 (Inc delivery)
RRP £46,299 (200hp rated) 

POWER HARROW & DRILL 
Combination

• 3m rigid to 6m hydraulic folding   
 Combination Drills for tractors from  
 100hp to 400hp.

• Also available with Suffolk, VORTEX  
 single disc or PERFECTA double disc  
 coulters for accurate seed placement.

• Two year limited warranty - peace of   
 mind when you buy a Maschio machine.

with Genius Lite control

**

* See website for terms and conditions.

opico.co.uk

Profit from our knowledgeOPICO Ltd.   01778 421111   ask@opico.co.uk   

SWARD LIFTER

IMPROVE
DRAINAGE &
AERATION

Compaction caused by livestock, heavier tractors and larger 
machinery needs dealing with to get the best out of your 
grassland. Correct usage of OPICO’s range of grassland 
maintenance and improvement machinery will increase 
grass yields and quality.

• Sward Lifter - improves drainage
• Sward Slitter - improves aeration
• Harrow & Seeder - improves grass quality

#MoreFromGrass

H A R R O W I N G  •  L I F T I N G  •  S L I T T I N G
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OLIVERS Luton (head of�ce)
Tel: 01582 727111
Wandon End, Luton, Beds LU2 8NY

David Jarman, Managing Director  
Richard Corbett, Branch Manager 
01582 727111
William Helliwell, North Sales Director 
07894 698202
James O’Dell 01582 727111 ●
Daniel Bond 01582 727111 ■

OLIVERS Reading
Tel: 01189 723741
Horse Pond Road, Cane End, Reading, 
Berkshire, RG4 9HJ

Andy Dobson 01189 723741 ●
Andrew Quick 01189 723741 ■ 

OLIVERS Petworth
Tel: 01798 343660
Pulborough Road, Petworth, West 
Sussex, GU28 0HH

Jeremy Uren 01798 343660 ●
Craig McColl 01798 343660 ■

OLIVERS Tingewick
Tel: 01280 848494
Woodmans Yard, Little Tingewick, Bucks. 
MK18 4AG

Ian Morton, Aftersales Director 
01280 848494
Robert Nicholls 01280 848494 ●
Wayne Scott 01280 848494 ■

OLIVERS Winchester
Tel: 01962 774590
London Road, Micheldever, Winchester, 
Hampshire, SO21 3BS

Russell Hallam, South Sales Director 
07919 887863
Steve Hickin 01962 774590 ●
Rob Bushell 01962 774590 ■

Visit our website 
www.oliveragriculture.co.uk

Follow us on social media 
�  /Oliveragri 
�  @Oliveragri  
�  @Oliversagri

Contact OLIVERS KEY

●  Service Manager
■  Parts Manager

Spread-a-Bale®

*Finance for business purposes only. Subject to acceptance and affordability checks. Applicant must be 18 or over. Promotions valid until 3rd April 
2020. Available on selected equipment listed in OLIVERS Spring Magazine 2020. The offers are subject to a maximum balance to finance of 50% 
(based on invoice price). Minimum deposit 10% (plus VAT) required. The finance product offered under these promotions is Hire Purchase. Full VAT and 
a documentation fee of £150 are due on signing. An option-to-purchase fee of £50 (plus VAT) will be collected with the final payment. You will own the 
machine when all payments have been made. Alternative finance options are available. Terms and Conditions apply. Images for illustrative purposes only. 
Finance is provided by Claas Financial Services Ltd, Northern Cross, Basingstoke, RG21 4HL. Registered in England No. 5854271.




